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1. Information: how to express an
interest to deliver T Levels in 2022 to
2023 academic year, including the
transition programme
As published in the T Level action plan, the Department for Education (DfE) is
looking to identify the next tranche of providers to deliver T Levels from 2022 to
2023 academic year.

To complete the expression of interest all providers will have to be registered with
DfE sign-in prior to the expression of interest becoming live.

The expression of interest goes live early in January. All institutions wishing to
express an interest will be required to complete and submit an expression of
interest to ESFA by midnight on Friday 28 February 2020.
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2. Information: R04 funding monitoring
reports published
We have published the R04 funding monitoring reports on Submit Learner Data.
The funding monitoring reports user guide 2019 to 2020 explains how to access
the reports and any actions you must take to ensure data is correct. The reports
highlight specific data errors for the adult education budget, Advance Learner
Loans, apprenticeships and 16 to 19 provision.

We have also published a known issues log, which tracks issues that are affecting
the suite of reports, and the dates we expect to resolve these. You should refer to
the user guide and the known issues log when reviewing your reports.
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